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ABSTRACT
The prolonged clinical activity assisted by the dental operating microscope (DOM) has as a consequence solicitations of the body, generally postural as on its particular segments involved in the clinical activities. Manufacturers are today constantly preoccupied to introduce and adapt ergonomical design elements. The market leaders in dental microscopy offer currently ergonomical features as: the 180° tiltable tube with angled optics, the continuous brightness control, the widefield eyepieces with adjustment for glass-wearers and variable interpupilar distance, the ergonomically designed grips, the focusing objective lens adjustable for left-handed and right-handed, the MORA interface, the motorized focusing system VarioskopTM, the Free Float Magnetic System etc. The article comments and compares some ergonomical features of the contemporary major producers of DOMs.

INTRODUCTION
The use of dental microscope does not change the basic ergonomic principles associated with gaining visual and working access familiar to non-microscope operators. In that, gaining visual access as well as working access to the operating field are totally dependent on the limitations imposed by the posture of the operator.1 The prolonged clinical activity assisted by the dental operating microscope (DOM) has as a consequence solicitations of the body, generally postural as on its particular segments involved in the clinical activities.3, 4 Beyond application of the basic ergonomic principles and the ergonomic integration of the DOM in the contemporary dental practice stay the numerous technical ergonomic details that DOM producers have already implemented on their products.4

Among contemporary DOM producers, Zeiss (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena Germany) counts among
the most dedicated to ergonomy. Therefore, the ergonomical features of two of the most appreciated Zeiss dental microscopes (OPMI Pico and ProErgo) are listed and commented below and compared with similar features of other two DOM brands.  

Below some of the ergonomic features of the Zeiss OPMI Pico dental microscope:

1. The 180° tiltable tube, the two-joints angled optics and tube dovetail – enables an upright position of the cervical spine, despite the anterior-posterior inclination of the microscope body, while reaching difficult-to-reach working areas. However, the newly-gained flexibility of the DOM’s ocular tube should not replace the correct positioning of the patient’s head. (Fig.1)

2. The continuous brightness control through a rotating button placed on the first vertical joint of the DOM – allows the adjustment of the light intensity for work in profound sites, like root canals, thus avoiding the eye strain. Working in the root canal depth may necessitate increasing of the light brightness during a limited period of time. (Fig.2)

3. The widefield eyepieces – allows simultaneously the adjustment for glass-wearers and variable interpupilar distance. (Fig.3)

4. The ergonomically designed grips – allow a comfortable and secure handling of the microscope, as they can be rotated at various angles; furthermore, they can be removed and sterilized. However, the repeated excessive rotational adjustment of the grips should be avoided, as the grips are relatively fragile. (Fig.4)

5. The focusing objective lens – can be adjusted for both left-hand and right-hand users by mean of a switch centrally placed, that can be turned in either direction. With the time, this type of fine adjustment is avoided by the correct initial placing of the patient’s head. (Fig.5)
6. Although not mentioned by the producer among the ergonomic design elements, the universal adapter with the observation terminal (the so-called “spy”) allows the simultaneous observation by a second person (i.e. the dental assistant), therefore enhancing the ergonomic workflow. Unfortunately, adding this equipment (most of the times long, with the adapter and the digital camera) results in an overall bulky microscope body, more prone to injuries and collisions with the own parts of the microscope when moved away. Lately, this costly and heavy optional equipment has been replaced increasingly with two flat screens placed each on the walls of the dental office, across the operator and across the assistant.

7. The MORA interface. Designed by Dr. Assad Mora, the MORA interface raises the mobility of microscopes in this class to a new level.
Basically, the MORA interface adds a horizontal antero-posterior joint between the oculars and the microscope body, which allows the vertical tilting of the latter, by keeping the first (and the eyepieces) in horizontal position. Thus, dentists continue looking straight into the microscope, while sitting in an upright position in each phase of the treatment. While sitting in the 12 o’clock position, the MORA interface also enables the DOM-using dentist: to swing the DOM body in a panning motion to the left and to the right sides of the mouth (25° in each direction); to reduce the effort that goes into the rotation movement; to sit in an upright position with an upright neck; to equally extend the arms around the patient’s head and to work more comfortably. The MORA interface is currently used in all clinical applications of the DOM.6-8 (Fig.6)

The ProErgo dental microscope from Zeiss, the top of its class, features the following ergonomical characteristics:

1. The motorized focusing system Varioskop™ - focuses the image automatically by button push, and not by combining the movement of the microscope body with the fine manual adjustment. Once focused, the image can be zoomed in with another button push, avoiding the usual mechanical magnification steps. Despite its obvious ergonomical advantages, the Varioskop™ system may sometimes automatically focus on irrelevant details (i.e. the coronal margin of the access cavity in endodontically treated teeth), making the work relatively difficult. With the time, the operator gains the ability to precisely focus only on the relevant details.

2. The Free Float Magnetic System – probably one of the most appreciated ergonomical features of this microscope, the Free Float Magnetic System unlocks the magnetic brakes of the system. Without the brakes, the heavy microscope body could simply fall on the patient’s face, hurting him. As the release buttons are placed on the solid handgrips of the microscope body, they can only be pushed while sustaining the latter with little effort, thus preventing accidents. Once released the button, the brakes intervene automatically, blocking the microscope in the required position. The system is also useful for the lateral displacements of the microscope body. (Fig. 7)

3. The ergonomically designed handgrips with function keys concentrate multiple controls, like the zoom, the focus, and the light switch. The functions of the keys can be configure to operate the brightness, the SpeedFokus system or to freeze the image. The grips feature nutshape joints for an ergonomic use. (Fig. 8)
4. The ZoomLink focus and the ZoomLink illumination correlate the magnification with the focusing speed and the illumination intensity. This correlation became necessary because of the continuous adjustment of the magnification, especially in deep root canals. (Fig. 9)

Figure 9. The ZoomLink coaxial illumination highlighted by a steamy environment below the objective lens.

5. The digital control panel and console – allows the personalization of the default settings as light, zoom or magnification. The settings can be defined for various users of the microscope and can be stored. The advantage is the placement of the digital display on the microscope arm; however, the control panel may be sometimes difficult to reach because of the space limitations of the dental office and cannot be seen from the operator’s position. (Fig. 10)

6. The optional foot control panel allows the transfer of some controls of the microscope from the hand to the foot. Of special importance is the image freeze, which can be done by the operator, without necessitating verbal orders and the coordination with the dental assistant. (Fig. 11)

7. The optional angled optics and the tube dovetail enables, as to the OPMI Pico model, an upright position of the cervical spine, despite the inclination of the microscope body, while reaching difficult-to-reach working areas. (Fig. 12)

In what concerns the standard ergonomic features of another US top brand of dental microscopes (Global from Global Surgical™, USA - the models G6, G3), they are pretty much the same as for the top Zeiss models: inclinable binocular, adjustable (helicoidal) eyecups, adjustable maneuvering handles and manual fine focus. Additional accessories with ergonomic role count among them binocular extenders, an extension arm, and a binocular rotating ring with locking thumb, which rotate the binocular -/+ 25 degrees and allows for better operator positioning. (Fig. 13, 14)
To compare, the German Kaps microscopes (Karl Kaps GmbH & Co KG, Asslar/Wetzlar, Germany) display the following ergonomic features, as stated by the producer: the rotating binocular plate (allows an upright ergonomic position, even with the DOM body laterally tilted; however, the ergonomic effect doesn’t meet the versatility of the MORA interface from Zeiss); the ergonomic detachable and sterilizable handgrips (however, slimmer and therefore providing a less firmer grip than the similar parts from Pico); the inclinable 0-60° binocular head; a counterbalanced pantographic arm.10 (Fig. 15)

The DOMs from the Leica family (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) also display a couple of ergonomic features of clinical importance.11 The options designed for a comfortable observation are grouped in a package called ErgoOptic™, which include the variable binocular tube; the optics are ergonomically maneuvered by electromagnetic brakes; the coupling of the brightness control with the working distance for a better adjustment of the eyes of the observer at small distances (the AutoIris™). (Fig. 16)

To conclude, the market leaders in dental microscopy currently share common ergonomic features as: the 180° tiltable tube with angled optics, the continuous brightness control (either manual or electronic), the widefield eyepieces with adjustment for glass-wearers and variable interpupilar distance, the ergonomically
designed grips, removable and sterilizable, the focusing objective lens adjustable for left-handed and right-handed. Other top-brands feature unique ergonomic characteristics like the Mora interface, the motorized focusing system Varioskop™, or the Free Float Magnetic System.
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